
Pack n°1 FLUNATEC Ceramic + degreaser + microfiber
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-17824-Pack-n-1-FLUNATEC-Ceramic-degreaser-
microfiber

SKU Designation French Law MSRP

FLU200
FLUNATEC PACK N°1

CREAMIC DEGREASER
MICROFIBER 

Vente libre 38.00 € incl. tax

A complete pack for effective weapon cleaning
Pack composed of the following FLUNATEC elements:

FLUNATEC Gun Coating:

Ceramic surface treatment
For steel, alloy, plastics and wood
Capacity 100 mL

FLUNATEC Gun Degreaser

Powerful and effective degreaser
Suitable for steels, plastics and rubbers
Capacity 100 mL

Microfiber cloth

Dimensions 40 x 40 cm

1 / FLUNATEC Gun Coating

Ceramic surface treatment
For all types of materials (Steel, alloy, plastics and wood)
Long-lasting protection against corrosion, dirt and residue.
Uniform distribution over a large surface
Does not cause dripping
Quick drying and temperature resistant
Suitable for modern and ancient weapons
Brings a smooth and uniform appearance to the material
Capacity 100ml

 

2 / FLUNATEC Gun Degreaser

Powerful and effective degreaser
Suitable for steels, plastics and rubbers
Easy and economical application with its drop by drop bottle.

https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-17824-Pack-n-1-FLUNATEC-Ceramic-degreaser-microfiber
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-17824-Pack-n-1-FLUNATEC-Ceramic-degreaser-microfiber


Apply with a dry cloth and wipe off immediately
Does not attack paint, tanning and other surface treatments
Can be used manually or in an ultrasound tank
Capacity 100ml

 

3 / Microfiber cloth

Dimensions 40 x 40cm

FLUNATEC Gun Coating was developed to protect the coatings and tans of your guns.

Forming a thin ceramic-based film, it protects surfaces from corrosion and dirt deposits, making cleaning
easier. You will retain the original appearance of your weapon and prevent the appearance of rust, especially
if your handgun, rifle or shotgun is exposed to humidity.

The FLUNATEC Gun Degreaser removes all stubborn gunshot residue and prepares the surface for spraying
the FLUNATEEC Gun Coating composed of a ceramic-based solution

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


